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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Savills has been instructed by Catesby Estates Limited (Catesby) to submit representations to the 

Regulation 16 Pre-Submission Draft Pulborough Parish Neighbourhood Plan (PPNP). The Plan covers the 

period 2015-2031.  

1.2. These representations focus on land at New Place Farm, located to the north of Glebelands and Drovers 

Lane, Pulborough, which is subject to a draft allocation for residential development for 170 homes in Policy 

2 of the PPNP. This draft allocation of the Site follows extensive background work and technical assessment 

that has been undertaken regarding the suitability of the Site and which in turn has been provided to inform 

the Parish Council.  

1.3. Catesby is working with the landowners to promote the Site with a view to the early delivery of the allocated 

new homes, in line with the Government agenda to deliver much needed new homes quickly and efficiently. 

As such, this representation is prepared to confirm that the Basic Conditions have been met. Paragraph 37 

of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is clear that  “Neighbourhood plans must meet certain 

‘basic conditions’ and other legal requirements before they can come into force. These are tested through 

an independent examination before the neighbourhood plan may proceed to referendum.”  

1.4. The Basic Conditions are contained in the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), the Localism Act (2011) and 

paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended). These are:  

a) having regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of 

State, it is appropriate to make the order, 

b) having special regard to the desirability of preserving any listed building or its setting or any features 

of special architectural or historic interest that it possesses, it is appropriate to make the order, 

c) having special regard to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of 

any conservation area, it is appropriate to make the order, 

d)  the making of the order contributes to the achievement of sustainable development, 

e) the making of the order is in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the 

development plan for the area of the authority (or any part of that area), 

f) the making of the order does not breach, and is otherwise compatible with, EU obligations, and 

g) prescribed conditions are met in relation to the order and prescribed matters have been complied 

with in connection with the proposal for the order. 

 

1.5. The NPPF also makes clear the importance of the hierarchy of Plans, which in this case means that the 

PPNP must be in general conformity with the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF). However, it 

is also relevant that Horsham District Council (HDC) is in the process of preparing the Local Plan Review.  

1.6. The Local Plan Review Regulation 19 Consultation is scheduled to take place in early 2021. It is important 

to ensure that the PPNP appropriately reflects the aims and objectives of the Local Plan Review even 

though the PPNP acknowledges that it will undertake an early review once the Local Plan Review is 

adopted. By appropriately assessing the evidence and reasoning of the Local Plan Review and working 

collaboratively with HDC it alleviates the risk of the PPNP becoming quickly out of date.  

1.7. These representations support the principles of the emerging PPNP, including the allocation of sites for 

development, particularly as this accords with the objectives of HDPF Policy 15. It is considered that the 
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proposed allocation of the Site in Policy 2, along with others in the PPNP is therefore wholly capable of 

complying with emerging policy.  

1.8. Catesby consider that the PPNP is able to meet Basic Conditions and that an examiner will be able to reach 

a legally sound decision regarding the Plan. It is considered that these comments and recommendations 

on this Plan will ensure that the PPNP is capable of progressing positively towards Examination. Given the 

current position of the recent Government’s White Paper – Planning for the Future (August 2020) and 

potential impacts that may have on the role of Neighbourhood Plans, the PPNP should be progressed 

quickly to ensure that its aims can help shape future development in the Parish.  
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2. The Site  
 

2.1. The New Place Farm site comprises 5.8 hectares of land north and west of Glebelands and Drovers Lane 

Pulborough. It is subject to an allocation in Policy 2 of the Submission Draft Pulborough Neighbourhood 

Plan for residential development comprising approximately 170 homes.  

2.2. To the south and west lies the northern and east-edge of Pulborough settlement. This particular area has 

a strong residential character formed of dwellings along Drovers Lane, Glebelands and The Spinney. The 

Site would be accessed off Glebelands which in turn leads up from Lower Street (the A283) – to the south. 

2.3. The topography of the Site is undulating and it broadly slopes down to the south, with a mature landscape 

structure both within and adjoining. Existing woodland and hedgerows help to limit the views of the Site 

from the surrounding area. This is particularly relevant as Pulborough, as a whole, can be regarded as 

falling within a sensitive landscape, with a number of important views towards the South Downs National 

Park which lies to the south. 

2.4. It is highlighted at this stage that any proposals for the Site coming forward in line with the draft allocation 

will ensure that these sensitive views are not harmed. In addition key landscape features within the Site 

would also be retained and enhanced to add positively to the character of the area, the Site and help to 

meet the aspirations of the emerging PPNP.  

2.5. The land that abuts the site to the south is also allocated under PPNP Policy 3 for 20 homes specifically for 

use for affordable housing by a Community Land Trust.  
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3. Representations 
 

3.1. This section provides Representations on the draft PPNP, and includes observations regarding the 

supporting evidence base including the Basic Conditions Statement (BCS), Site Assessment (AECOM) and 

the Housing Need Assessment (AECOM). It should be noted that our comments on the Site Assessment 

Report and the SEA Environmental Report were provided with our Representations to the Regulation 14 

PPNP in July 2020.  

Observation on the PPNP conformity with NPPF and the Local Development Plan 

 

General Conformity with the NPPF - Comment 

 

3.2. In order to meet the Basic Conditions a Neighbourhood Plan must not constrain the delivery of the NPPF 

objectives. Achieving sustainable development is the fundamental objective of the NPPF and so it is integral 

that the PPNP supports this. NPPF paragraph 13 sets out that a Neighbourhood Plan should support the 

delivery of strategic policies set out within the Local Development Plan. Furthermore, Neighbourhood plans 

should not promote less development than set out in the strategic policies for the area, or undermine those 

strategic policies as set out in NPPF paragraph 29.  

3.3. It is considered that the PPNP is generally in conformity with the NPPF. However, there are a few minor 

observations.  

3.4. Firstly, a minor but important comment is that paragraph 2.2 of the draft PPNP states that the NPPF was 

published in 2018 which is not the most up to date version of the NPPF. 

3.5. Recommendation: This should be updated to reflect the most recent iteration of the NPPF that was 

published in 2019. 

3.6. As per Paragraph: 070 (Reference ID: 41-070-20190509) of the PPG, a qualifying body is encouraged to 

set out the National Policies which the Neighbourhood Plan has considered as well as how they have been 

taken into account. In this case, Section 3 of the BCS sets out how the Parish Council considers that the 

PPNP conforms with the NPPF. Paragraph 3.2 of this BCS explains that PPNP has overly responded to 

NPPF paragraphs 28-30.  

3.7. Catesby agree that the PPNP sets out a clear vision for the Parish and that this vision reflects the 

sustainable development objectives of the NPPF. 

3.8. The BCS explains that it supports the strategic development needs of the district by supporting new housing 

on small scale sites. HDPF Strategic Policy 2 relates to Strategic Development in the District. Point 6 of 

this policy relates to developments around the edge of existing settlements seeking to protect the rural 

character and landscape. There is no mention of a requirement of these sites to be small scale. Whilst it is 

considered that the PPNP supports the delivery of the HDPF Policy 2, it is questioned why the BCS needs 

to reference small scale housing, especially as the development of approximately 170 dwellings at New 

Place Farm is unlikely to be considered small scale development.  

3.9. Recommendation: That the BCS is updated to reflect all development allocations within the PPNP 

including larger scale sites.  
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General Conformity with the HDC Development Plan - Comment 

3.10. In order to meet the basic conditions, a Draft neighbourhood Plan must generally conform with the strategic 

policies of the adopted Development Plan, as set out in Paragraph 009 Reference ID: 41-009-20190509  

of the Planning Practice Guidance. In this case, the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF). 

However, this plan is currently being reviewed with the Regulation 19 Consultation expected at the end of 

January 2021. It is entirely acceptable for a Neighbourhood Plan to be brought forward before the adoption 

of the emerging Local Plan and the Neighbourhood Plan will not be tested against the emerging Local Plan 

policies. However, the emerging evidence base will be relevant with regard to the Neighbourhood Plan 

meeting its basic conditions. Thus, the PPNP must consider both the adopted and emerging Local Plan. 

3.11. The PPNP and the BCS should explain that the PPNP has been produced with general conformity with the 

HDPF. It should state that the reasoning and evidence from the emerging Local Plan has been taken into 

account. Paragraphs 2.3 – 2.5 of the PPNP BCS acknowledges that the HDPF is the basis of the strategic 

policy framework within the PPNP. Furthermore, Table B explains how the PPNP generally conforms with 

the HDPF. This includes reference to PPNP Policy 2 – Land at New Place Farm. However, other than 

reference to the Local Plan Review in Paragraph 3.5 of the BCS, it is not clear what reasoning and evidence 

of the emerging Local Plan has been considered.   

3.12. Recommendation: Appropriate references are made to how the reasoning and evidence of Local 

Plan Review have been taken into account within the PPNP. 

 

Specific Comments on PPNP 

 

Housing Figures and Site allocations – Comment  

3.13. In relation to Neighbourhood Plans, Paragraph: 040 (Reference ID: 41-040-20160211) of the PPG explains 

that “where they do contain policies relevant to housing supply, these policies should take account of latest 

and up-to-date evidence of housing need.” The PPNP is informed by the AECOM Housing Needs 

Assessment (2018) which considered housing targets set out in the HDPF and the latest housing need 

evidence in Pulborough. The outcome of this assessment resulted in PPNP planning for 294 dwellings over 

the plan period.  

3.14. Neighbourhood planning bodies are expected to work proactively with local planning authorities throughout 

the process of determining their own housing requirement as set out in paragraph 105 (ref: ID: 41-105-

20190509) of the PPG. As recognised in paragraph 2.4 of the BCS, this approach was endorsed by HDC. 

It is considered that the housing figure in the PPNP has been produced with the spatial strategy of the 

HDPF in mind whilst also reviewing the most up to date evidence. Thus this meets the basic conditions of 

Neighbourhood Planning.  

3.15. It is noted that throughout the preparation of the site assessments, a transparent and comprehensive 

approach has been taken. This includes an independent review of the Parish Council’s site appraisals and 

a Site Assessment Report (of which we fed comments back through our representation to the Regulation 

14 PPNP).  
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PPNP Paragraph 2.13 - Comment 

 

3.16. As previously set out in our Representations to the regulation 14 PPNP in August 2020, paragraph 2.13 is 

incorrect, stating that “Although the settlement hierarchy is unlikely to change as the HDPF proceeds 

through completion and examination, the preferred housing provision strategy may change.” The HDPF is 

an adopted Development Plan Document. Therefore, it has been through examination. It may be that the 

PPNP is referring to the Local Plan Review, in which case this needs to be clarified and due regard given 

to the details of the earlier Regulation 18 Consultation whereby suggested amendments were proposed to 

the settlement hierarchy. Alternatively this paragraph should be updated to reflect the forthcoming 

Regulation 19 Consultation on the Local Plan Review. It is also recommended that all other paragraphs 

and sections of the plan which refer to the HDPF are assessed to ensure they accurately reflect the current 

and emerging position of the Development Plan. 

3.17. Recommendation: Review this paragraph and the whole draft PPNP to ensure that it correctly refers 

to the adopted HDPF and the Emerging Local Plan Review. 

PPNP Paragraphs 2.17 - Comment 

3.18. Whilst paragraph 2.16 has been updated from the Regulation 14 to reflect the adoption of the South Downs 

National Park (SDNP) Local Plan, paragraph 2.17 still refers to the Options consultation on the Plan. 

Although not particularly relevant to the Site, this is incorrect to refer to the consultation SDNP Local Plan 

documents as the plan was adopted in July 2019.  

3.19. Recommendation: update paragraph 2.17 to reflect the adopted SDNP Local Plan and review the 

PPNP and ensure all reference to the South Downs National Park Local plan is up to date. 

PPNP Section 3 - Comment 

  

3.20. As expressed in our previous representations to the Regulation 14 PPNP, we understand that since the 

earlier version of the PPNP was consulted upon there have been a number of local parish meetings and 

steering group meetings regarding the amendments to the plan. Section 3, however, does not refer to these 

and instead only provides commentary of earlier stages of consultation.  

3.21. Recommendation: For consistency and clarity any further discussions or meetings held since 2016 

when the last plan was consulted upon, should also be noted. This will clearly demonstrate that the 

PPNP has been prepared on an accurate and up to date basis. 

PPNP Paragraph 4.10 – Support and Comment 

3.22. Paragraph 4.10 acknowledged that growth will not be accommodated at Codmore Hill within this PPNP. 

However, the future growth will be assessed in a future review alongside other spatial options once the 

Local Plan Review has been adopted.  

3.23. Recommendation: That this approach is taken forward within the future review of the PPNP. 
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Policy 2 – Land at New Place Farm – Support and Comment 

3.24. Policy 2 allocates the land at New Place Farm for approximately 170 dwellings and sets out a list of criteria 

that any development must meet. Catesby fully support the allocation of this Site for approximately 170 

homes and would advise that this can be delivered quickly to ensure the housing needs of the village can 

be met.  

3.25. Within preceding paragraph 4.10, the land at New Place Farm is described as: 

“Most of the land at New Place Farm is intensively used with numerous structures including polytunnels 

and is in close proximity to the major local services, especially the primary school, medical centre and a 

major supermarket.” 

 

3.26. This description is considered important with regards to the allocation and sustainability of the site thus its 

contribution towards meeting the basic condition. Consequently, Catesby consider that this should be 

emphasised more within the Policy 2.  

3.27. Recommendation: Include a site description within Policy 2 or as a separate paragraph afterwards.  

3.28. Notably, regarding delivery, the scheme will provide a range of dwelling sizes and types and include 

affordable housing to help address local requirements. The policy requires ‘predominantly 2 and 3 bed 

dwellings’. This is considered overly specific at this stage as the type of housing at the site should meet the 

most up to date evidence at the time of the submission of the planning application. 

3.29. Recommendation: Amend point ii. to allow for the development to meet the most up to date housing 

evidence. For example ‘Any proposal will deliver a range of dwelling sizes to meet local need in 

accordance with the latest housing need evidence’. 

3.30. The NPPF seeks to conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, this will allow 

them to be enjoyed by existing and future generations. Plans should have a positive strategy for the 

conservation of these assets as set out in NPPF paragraph 185. However, NPPF paragraph 196 explains 

that where a less than substantial harm is caused to the significance of a heritage asset, the harm should 

be weighed against the public benefits of a proposal. Part xv. of the PPNP Policy 2 relates to the 

conservation and enhancement of the setting of listed buildings adjacent to the site. This is considered to 

go above the requirements of the NPPF.  

3.31. Recommendation: amend point xv. to ensure that the adjacent listed building is considered 

sensitively within the proposed development.  

3.32. Point xv also demonstrates that special regards has been given to basic conditions (b) and (c) although not 

pointedly expressed within the BCS.  

3.33. Recommendation: Table B of the BCS is updated to include reference to the special regard to the 

adjacent listed buildings with particular regards to Policy 2. 

3.34. All relevant technical studies and assessments will also be carried out and, where applicable, reasonable 

mitigation will be provided to ensure there is no impact on the surrounding areas as a result of the 

development at the Site. It is also noted that Catesby have already undertaken detailed technical 

assessments of the site that confirm its ability to deliver this quantum of development. 
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3.35. With regards to financial contributions, these will be discussed as a planning application is prepared, as it 

is likely that most will be secured through HDC’s Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) rather than a separate 

legal agreement. This will of course depend on requirements at the time. 

3.36. As mentioned in paragraph 2.1 of this document, the site indicated on Inset 1 of the Policy Map is not in 

accordance with the site boundary.  

3.37. Recommendation: Amend Inset 1 of the Policy Map to reflect the red line boundary of the site 

(Appendix A). 

PPNP Paragraph 4.12 - Comment 

 

3.38. Paragraph 4.12 explains that the Primary School can ‘just about’ accommodate the scale of the housing 

development at the Land at New Place Farm (PPNP Policy 2) and the Land off Glebelands (PPNP Policy 

3). This is not considered suitable wording and could lead to confusion. The PPNP should be confident in 

the capacity of the surrounding infrastructure to ensure that proposed allocations are sustainable.  

3.39. Recommendation: Reword this paragraph to emphasise that the allocations are within a sustainable 

location and the existing services in the village have the capacity to accommodate the growth.  

Policy 15: Design - Comments 

3.40. This policy refers to the design details set out in the Pulborough Design Statement. However, paragraph 

4.43 explains that since the adoption of the Design Statement in 2013, technology and standards have 

moved on. The Design Statement is not a formally adopted document by HDC. It seems illogical to include 

outdated guidance that is not formally adopted by the Council in this policy.  

3.41. To compensate for this, developments should adopt ‘Secured by Design’ principles. This requirement 

should not be in the accompanying text but should be a clear aspect of the policy itself. This is necessary 

to ensure it is clear and evident to all applicants what the Parish Council is seeking for their area.  

3.42. Recommendation: It is recommended that the entire policy and associated text is reviewed and 

relevant elements are used to create a succinct policy that makes clear what the Parish Council is 

seeking. This policy could list the design principles that the Parish Council would like proposals to 

include. The key will be to ensure that there is no unnecessary overlap or any potential conflict with 

the Development Plan with regards to design and sustainability requirements.  

3.43. Recommendation: Whilst it is not currently clear, it is considered that the Parish Council are trying 

to seek both technical and design standards through this policy and perhaps the policy title should 

be updated to reflect this. Perhaps listing these as ‘Community Aims’ might be more appropriate 

and avoid ambiguity. 

Section 5: Community Aims - comment 

3.44. Section 5 of the PPNP outlines the community aims of the PPNP that the Neighbourhood Plan Steering 

Group consider to be beneficial for the village. Paragraph 004 (Reference ID: 41-004-20190509) explains 

that wider community aspirations can be set out in the plan but need to be clearly identifiable and it should 

be made clear that they do not form part of the statutory development plan.  
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3.45. Whilst section 5 highlights that these community aims are ‘aspirational’ the plan has not clearly stated that 

they do not form part of the development plan and thus this section should be updated to reflect this.   

3.46. Recommendation: To amend Section 5 to ensure it is clear that the community aims are aspirations 

only and do not form part of the statutory development plan.  
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4. Conclusion 
 

4.1. This representation fully supports the allocation of land at New Place Farm, off Glebelands, under Policy 2 

in the Draft Pulborough Parish Neighbourhood Plan (PPNP) for a residential development scheme 

comprising approximately 170 dwellings. 

4.2. This Site is available, developable and deliverable with the landowner now being in partnership with 

Catesby to ensure swift deliverability of the housing.  

4.3. This Site is an entirely sustainable residential extension to the core urban area of Pulborough with easy 

access to shops, services and facilities, and will make a valuable contribution to the village in the long term.  

4.4. Catesby consider that the PPNP is able to meet Basic Conditions and that an examiner is able to reach a 

legally sound decision regarding the Plan. It is considered that the comments and recommendations within 

this Plan will ensure that the PPNP is capable of progressing positively through Examination. Given the 

current position of the recent Government’s White Paper – Planning for the Future (August 2020) and 

potential impacts that may have on the role of Neighbourhood Plans, the PPNP should be progressed 

quickly to ensure that its aims can help shape future development in the Parish.  

4.5. It is considered that the PPNP is in general conformity with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

and the Local Development Plan (in this case the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF)). Horsham 

District Council (HDC) are currently reviewing the HDPF and it is important that the PPNP makes it clear 

that the evidence and reasoning of the Local Plan Review has been used in the preparing of the PPNP. 

This is regardless of the Parish Council’s ambition to review the PPNP once the Local Plan Review is 

adopted.  

4.6. It is clear that the Parish Council and HDC have been working collaboratively in the production of the PPNP. 

This is an integral part of ensuring that the PPNP and the Local Development Plan generally confirm.  

4.7. Overall, the approach of the PPNP is considered to be sound and subject to the suggested changes being 

made it is considered that the Plan would be in a good position to pass examination and proceed quickly 

and positively towards local referendum. 
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